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The outlook for ethylene and propylene is for a wellbalanced-to-tight scenario during the third quarter.

especially with regard to new capacities coming on stream
in the US.

In theory, the end of the second quarter and beginning of
the third were supposed to be normal in terms of ethylene
and propylene supply-and-demand balances – balanced to
long overall.

On propylene, Rhine water levels could impact some
players’ opportunities this quarter. But the main event could
be the expected return to normal operations of the pipeline
and derivative units at BASF’s site in Ludwigshafen,
Germany, which is still slated for the August-September
period, following an explosion and fire last October.

However, both markets are still suffering from prolonged
supply constraints caused by delayed restarts at crackers
that had been offline for planned maintenance, as well
as other unplanned hiccups. Output constraints due to
high temperatures earlier in the quarter have added to the
backlog. The impacts of the outage in late July at Shell’s
Pernis refinery in the Netherlands are not fully known, but
have already had a further tightening effect on propylene.
Demand is healthy, which is largely seen as due to restocking,
following a couple of months of slower demand because of
softer price expectations, as well as catch-ups from derivative
maintenance, but concerns over supply will also be playing
a part. Players will be well aware of the rapidly approaching
autumn turnaround season – which gets under way in August
in Finland, with crackers on turnaround in Germany and Italy
from September. There will be less capacity offline than in the
spring season, but nevertheless, players will still be cautious
– reliability still being a cause for concern in general among
European players. For this reason, few players expect a
summer slow-down in demand.
Apart from the usual factors being monitored in the market,
such as crude oil and naphtha developments, ethylene
players will be checking the global polyethylene markets –
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The European styrene market is expected to remain fairly
stable in terms of prices during the third quarter, after
volatility at the beginning of the year. Imports have started
arriving since mid-June, adding length to the market,
although volumes are not particularly high compared to
recent years. However, production issues in the region at
the end of June and July gave an upward push to the spot
market, while raising concerns about supply. Demand is
healthy, given the season, but is also being driven by the
downstream European expandable polystyrene (EPS)
market, the performance of which has steadily improved
from May onwards.
The European benzene market has looked longer since
mid-July as imports keep arriving while there is a steady
flow of Indian material entering the region. European
prices remain higher than those in the US and Asia and
players are concerned that competitors, besides those from
India, might become more active in the domestic market
in the short term. Demand is stable with a reasonable
performance from most key downstream markets and no
particular impact due to some supply concerns from the
styrene side. Sources estimate the level of the European
market in September will depend a lot on how the other
regions perform, as well as developments in the crude oil
market. If crude rises above $55/bbl, then European prices
will firm. However, if crude stabilises around $50/bbl, then
the price level of the European benzene market should
come off further.
Meanwhile, European toluene demand strengthened at the
start of the second half of the year, although any positive
indications mostly relate to contractual volumes and not so
much to spot business. The market was looking longer at
the end of July as order entry started dropping, although
the downstream toluene di-isocyanate (TDI) market was
still pulling good volumes at the time. Prices are expected
to keep tracking values in the Eurobob gasoline market
as well as price developments in crude oil. While toluene
is traditionally more of an export product, currently there
are few arbitrage opportunities. At the beginning of the

year, there had been material requests from some unusual
destinations, such as Pakistan.
The European mixed xylenes market has been recently
faced with supply restrictions that have made availability
look balanced to tight as some producers appeared not be
able to offer any spot material ahead of August. Demand
was cited as good with the purified terephthalic acid (PTA)
market performing quite well as downstream polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) demand is increasing due to warmer
weather in some parts of Europe. There seemed to be
some good export opportunities to destinations such as
India, where a producer was said to have recently ramped
up production at its paraxylene (PX) plant. However, from
the end of July the arbitrage window seemed to be closed.
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Turkish polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP)
markets are still waiting for significant upwards price
pressure. Despite months of weak sentiment, players
have not rushed back to market to secure product
following Ramadan and the Eid ul-Fitr holiday.

negative trend in Turkey and send buyers scrambling to
beat climbing prices. There have been some signs of a
halt in the drop in Chinese import prices in recent weeks
but with crude and feedstocks trending negative it may
not turn around in the near future.

PE in particular is suffering from oversupply as netbacks
remain attractive and foreign exporters continue to offer
into the Turkish market. PP is currently looking more
balanced and there is expectation that upwards pressure
could build in the coming weeks if demand increases.
Iranian volumes also continue to be offered into the
market as Chinese sellers are restricted from obtaining
letters of credit in China for Iran origin material. This
excess product has been aggressively marketed to
Turkey with significant discounts that have forced the
hand of other sellers.
Sellers are keen for demand to return to the market but
there is little consensus on when this is likely to happen.
Some expected orders to surge following the holy month
of Ramadan but this is not apparent yet. Others have
suggested that with Middle Eastern producers returning
to full production, seller competition is likely to increase,
diluting anything but a major upswing in demand. A lack of
planned production outages will also mean that there is a
constant stream of material, from the Middle East at least.
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The upward price momentum in the European titanium
dioxide (TiO2) contract market over the past year is
continuing into the third quarter.
This is on the back of continued market tightness and
ongoing robust demand. Three-digit price hikes were widely
agreed for third-quarter contract business in Europe.
Some European TiO2 buyers hoped recent changes in
the euro against the dollar exchange rate and signs of
improving supply in Asia could temper price gains in the
third quarter in Europe, but this did not materialise.
Views on demand expectations for TiO2 in Europe during
the third quarter range from slightly lower to solid, as
downstream plant maintenances during the summer are
being weighed against the backlog in orders that still
need to be fulfilled and ongoing concerns about security
of supply.
Contract price sentiment is also firm in the US for supply
reasons and in Asia to some extent. There were signs
in July that Chinese producers may be more willing to
discuss prices than has recently been the case, but this
depended on the supplier and their stock position and
it remains to be seen if these indications in China were
temporary or a trend.
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